?of error that professors of tlie " science of public health," as they are fond of calling it, might perhaps take warning, lest perchance in setting up a sanitary ?creed to which all must give assent, and enunciating certain rules which all must follow if they would receive the blessing of Whitehall, they also may not be perpetuating fallacies ; and in forcing the country to expend enormous sums on sanitary schemes which, admirable as they are, may in a few years be effete, they may not be crystallising error "irregularity," and that the intention in publishing such statements is to show that she had been pregnant, and that after taking the advertised drug "everything came all right." We admit that the advertisements are carefully worded, and that it would be difficult on the words themselves to show complicity with crime; but the intention is plain enough, and from the evidence recently given we see how the wretched game is played. Women applying for these medicines are advised where to apply in case they fail in their purpose?which, of course, they do?and thus, as the direct result of an advertisement of maybe a useless and innocuous drug, women desiring abortion are introduced to the abortion-monger, whose lair they would otherwise never have been able to find.
